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We know they’re beneficial
for gut health, but what can
probiotics do for our skin?
WHAT ARE THEY ?
In a word, bacteria. But while the
very thought might make your skin
crawl, these are the good kind found
in fermented foods (and in the case
of skincare, generally from dairy).

WHO NEEDS THEM?
City dwellers and those prone to
sensitivity. Probiotics may also offer
anti-ageing benefits. And while still
being researched, studies show they
can treat conditions such as acne,
eczema and rosacea.
WHERE CAN YOU FIND THEM?
In a plethora of products from creams
to serums and even cleansers. Look for
strains such as lactobacilli, lactococci
or bifido bacteria on the label, avoiding
formulations containing sulphates,
alcohol and perfume – these can
compromise the quality of the bacteria.

WHAT ABOUT SUPPLEMENTS?
As bacterial imbalance in the gut has
been linked to inflammatory issues
in the skin, oral probiotics can have
a beneficial effect on the complexion.
Skin-specific probiotic supplements
are on the rise – Advanced Nutrition
Programme’s (left) includes four strains
of bacteria that may reduce oxidative
stress, inflammation and glycation – all
factors that contribute to skin ageing.

WHAT TO BUY

Esse Probiotic Serum, £96
With 1 billion live bacteria per ml, this is best
kept in the fridge. Soothing for all skin types.
La Roche-Posay Toleriane Sensitive
Fluide, £16 (feelunique.com) Puts out the
fire caused by inflammation. Super-light, so
perfect for layering under foundation.
Gallinée Care Mask, £28
This creamy hair mask prevents dandruffcausing imbalance in the scalp microbiome.
Aurelia The Probiotic Concentrate,
£38 (cultbeauty.co.uk)
Improves texture and glow by calming the
immune response triggered by stress.
Orveda Deep-Clearing Mud Masque,
£89 Includes potato-derived prebiotics to
feed the skin microbiome’s good bacteria.
Advanced Nutrition Programme Skin
Youth Biome, £55 Take one capsule daily
to boost hydration, smoothness and elasticity.
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WHAT ELSE SHOULD YOU KNOW ?
There’s an ongoing debate about ‘live’
bacteria versus ‘dead’. Most skincare
brands use bacteria deactivated by
heat, making them easier to work with
while still retaining calming qualities.
Others argue deactivated bacteria can
no longer repopulate the microbiome.
However, keeping live bacteria intact
throughout manufacturing and
transportation is a feat. Preservatives
also kill them, which is why brands
such as Mother Dirt don’t use them, but
give sell-by dates on their products.
Other brands claim different solutions
to these issues, including Esse, which
boasts live bacteria in its newest serum.
If using ‘live’ skincare, avoid applying
retinols or acids at the same time, which
will instantly kill the bacteria strains.
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WHY ARE THEY IN SKINCARE?
Bacteria occurs naturally in the body,
including on the surface of the skin. In
an ideal world, the good outnumber the
bad to create a healthy ecosystem (aka
the microbiome), keeping hydration up,
inflammation down and protecting from
pollution, UV, hormone imbalance and
other external and internal aggressors.
When the balance of the microbiome
tips, skin can become dry and sensitive.
Topically applied probiotics can calm
conditions caused by imbalance, and
may even repopulate the microbiome.

